Patent Searching Clarified: An inventors guide

A compact, accessible, jargon-free guide to
patent searching for inventors and product
designers.
If youre here you know its
responsible to do a patent search and avoid
wasting your time and money re-inventing
an idea that someone else already owns.
With the right information and step-by-step
instructions, you can save hundreds by
doing your own patent search, and still
keep most of your time for getting your
product just right.
Learn how to
confidently prune away 99% of prior art
and efficiently zone in on whats most
relevant to your invention. Follow seven
simple steps to find a concise list of
relevant patents AND become a
well-informed specialist in the field of your
invention. This is NOT a complex analysis
for patent searching professionals of all the
tools and techniques usable for a patent
search. It IS an in-depth but simple and
highly accessible guide for you, the
inventor, to take you efficiently through
your own worldwide patent search with
confidence and focussed speed.
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